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Hooks: Student
activism needled
NAACPdirector Hasted'
Reagan here Monday night

BENJAMIN HOOKS
"The nicest thing we can do for Mr. Reagan is let him go back to
California (in 1984)." (Photo by Yo Nagaya)

By SANDY STONE
If students do not become more
involved in public affairs, "America
will very soon plunge and become one
of the ash heaps of history."
This is the message Benjamin
Hooks, execjitive director of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, gave
here Monday night. About 120 people
attended the speech in GraftonStovall Theatre.
"Had I known my competition
would be the NCAA and Academy
Awards, I might have picked another
night," Hooks said.
Hooks urged students to become
more active. "You're either part of
the problem or part of the solution to
the problem," he said. "Unless we
make it a better land for everybody,
there will come a time when it will be
a better land for nobody."
Hooks made it clear that he thinks
the Reagan administration has been
"part of the problem. Mr. Reagan
certainly does sound the trumpet,
loudly and clearly," he said. "But Mr.
Reagan is sounding the wrong call at
the wrong time. He is sounding the
bugle of retreat when we should be
moving forward."
Reagan is not a "racist or bigot,"
Hooks said. "I believe he's wellmeaning." But he added,"I want you
to help me help Mr. Reagan. The
nicest thing we can do for Mr. Reagan
is let him go back to California (in
1984).
Hooks
condemned
Reagan's
economic policies because he said
Reagan is merely "robbing from the
poor and giving to the rich." He added, "That is not equality."

There has been much progress in
civil rights in the last 200 years, but
the Reagan administration has moved
backward in that area, Hooks said.
"Mr. Reagan can talk about the good
old days all he wants to, but I've been
there," he said. "Before I go back, I'd
rather go to hell, whole soul and
body."
And history has a strange way of
repeating itself, Hooks said "Those
who forget the lesson of history are
doomed to repeat mistakes of history.
"I remember soup lines of the '30's,
and for all you know, one day you
might wake up and be on the wrong
end of the soup line."
Hooks spoke about his past and the
discrimination against blacks that
existed then. "I had been a lawyer for
13 years (in 1963), and won every case
you could think of, but because I was
black, an unqualified white man was
made my boss as chief public
defender."
Hooks said he was very angry, and
so he resigned. "In less than six
months, the governor (of Tennessee)
called me and asked me if I would like
to be a judge," he said. "On the first
day of September (1964), I became
judge. No one ever expected a black
person to become a judge."
Since then, America has been
moving forward, Hooks said. "We've
started and stopped. We've come a
long way from where we were. I am
pleased and privileged to be a part of
it," be said.
"America has problems. But with
all its problems, I think it's a country
worth saving," Hooks said.
See HOOKS, page 3

Carrier hopeful for downtown development
By SANDE SNEAD
"What you have to do is expand your employment
base to generate economic activity downtown," said
James Madison University President Ronald
Carrier.
Carrier spoke Tuesday on plans to revitalize
downtown Harrisonburg. Carrier, who sits on the
executive committee of a new revitalization group,
addressed JMU students in a press conference.
He said expanding downtown employment is the
strategy of the newly formed Downtown Development Corporation. This is a distinctly different approach from redevelopment groups in the past,
Carrier said.
"Efforts in the past have been directed towards
promotion and single project efforts. What we're
trying to do is get an insurance company, an accounting firm or even a large medical center to move
downtown

This
issue.

"Once you get more employment, then that employment generates economic activity. They will use
the shops and the restaurants and make it
economically possible to operate enterprises at
night."
The Harrisonburg Downtown Development Corporation is a non-profit organization with a 30member board of city business leaders, Carrier said.
Carrier said the community's strength is important
to the James Madison University. Conversely, the
strength of the university is important to the community.
"If one is weak, it is detrimental to the other. The
downtown area is needed for a vigorous community
and a community is only as strong as its weakest
link," he said.
"If you have an area that is deteriorating ... that
area will reflect a weakness in the total community,"
he said.

These inner 12 pages are cross-my-heart
true articles, letters and ads. The outer
pages wrapped around these are, well,
m m cross-my-fingers true.

This
week.

The hope now is to get between $40,000 and $50,000
in funds which probably will come from three or four
sources, he said. These sources will including a stock
membership company, donations from major corporations, donations from the city in cash or in kind
services and grants from foundations interested in
the preservation of downtown areas, Carrier said.
Long-range plans include encouraging a large firm
or company to move downtown, Carrier said.
Several short range plans which have been
suggested for the growth of the downtown, he said.
"There are immediate things to be done such as
improving the appearance of the area and launching
campaigns to encourage people to come downtown.
"I have even recommended that our TV students
here produce a film of a housewife getting into a car
saying, 'I'm going downtown — to convenient
downtown,' " he said.

The Breeze will host a debate between
SGA presidential candidates Friday at 2
■■ p.m. in the Warren Campus Center lounge.
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Students to get more tickets
to home basketball games
By GREG HENDERSON
Students here will be allotted more
tickets to home men's basketball
games next year but half of the 7,200
seats at the new convocation center
may not be reserved for students.
According to Director of Athletics
Dean Ehlers, the exact number of
student seats for next year has not
been determined. This year James
Madison
University's
ticket
distribution was "much more
generous than most schools," Ehlers
said. "Very few schools will allot half
of their tickets to students," be said.
Head basketball coach Lou Campanelli said it is conceivable that
students could fill about 3,600 seats
next year. "If we continue to draw the
way we did this year I would hope so,"
he said.
"I think for big games (this year)
we could have drawn that many if
students knew that many tickets were
available," Campanelli said.
According to Richard Besnier, JMU
ticket manager, all of the reserved
student tickets were picked up for
virtually all of the 13 home games this
year. Students utilized all of their
tickets for only about three or four
games a season in the past, he said.
The Old Dominion University,
Virginia Commonwealth University,
University of Richmond and William
and Mary games were sold out to the
general public this year, Besnier said.
But "for a lot of other games only a
handful of tickets were not sold," he
said.
The total number of tickets sold this
season and the revenue they
generated has not yet been compiled,
but both increased from last year, be
said.
.

Ehlers said the basketball team
does not directly receive any of the
money from ticket sales, but that the
money goes into the university budget
as revenye from atheltics.
A certain amount of tickets to JMU
sporting events are free to students as
part of their tuition. For the public,
tickets for basketball games were $5
for most games this year but were
raised to $6 for the VCU and ODU
games, Ehlers said.
Season tickets for home games
were $45 for the public and $22.50 for
senior citizens and JMU faculty and
staff, he said.
Ticket prices for next season have
not yet been determined, Ehlers said.
He will probably recommend that
season tickets be increased by $5, he
said.
For home games at ODU, about
2,000 of the 10,253 seats at the Norfolk
Scope are reserved for students at a
price of $1.50 per ticket, according to
ODU Assistant Athletic Director
William Schnier.
"But there is actually no limit per
se," he said. "When we hit 2,000
students and there' are still tickets
available we won't cut them off."
Students can buy the extra tickets at
the $1.50 student price until all of the
tickets are sold, he said.
ODU sells an average of about 1,200
student tickets a game out to a student
body of about 15,000, he said.
About 2,000 of the 10,000 seats at the
University of Richmond's Robins
Center are held for students, according to Assistant Athletic Director
Frank Soden. But this is not a
maximum number for students,
See BASKETBALL, page 3

Take time out for the t>ood things in life

Arthur Treacher 's
COUPON OFFER

'#
Choose Any 2 Of These 4
Delicious Platters

• Fish Platter
• Flounder Platter
•Breaded Shrimp
Platter
• Chicken Platter
Served With Our
Famous Chips, 2 Hush
Puppies & Cole Slaw

Coupon
Good Thru 4/9/82
88 CARLTON ST.

$fe
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Concert by

SGA Senate votes down
bill urging weekly Breeze

The Folk Ensemble
of the

James Madison University
Dance Theatre
8 p.m. Thursday, Friday, Saturday
April 1, 2, 3,1982
Sinclair Gymnasium
Godwin Hall
Tickets available at the door
General admission $3; JMU I.D. $2
Children under 12 free

The first step for the rest of
your LIFE
Why should you think about
life insurance now, when
you're still young?
Because, every year that
you wait, it costs more to
start your financial
planning.
That's why.
Let your Fidelity Union Life
associate show you the
college plan purchased by}
more seniors than any other.

Fidelity Union Life
Field Representative:
Garland Hudson
Frank Stamper
Donnie Hill
Karen Snarr
Paul Smith

433-8513

UnionLifc

By IAN KATZ
A bill of opinion that Hie Breeie
publish only once each week was
overwhelmingly defeated in the
Student Government Association
Senate Tuesday.
The exact vote was not recorded as
it was decided by voice vote.
A bill of opinion passed by the
senate states the senate's opinion on
that subject
The Breeie currently is published
twice a week. Matt Merritt, White
Hall senator, introduced the bill
March 23 The bill was tabled until
Tuesday to give senators time to
discuss it with their constituents.
The senate passed a motion to take
the bill off the table. It was then
discussed before the voting.
"The Breeie is becoming more and
more business oriented," Merritt
said. "It has to be more concerned
with the campus. If The Breeie
published just once a week, it would
have more time to prepare the paper
and it wouldn't need as many advertisements."
MERRITTS BILL said, "The
advertisement* (in The Breeie) seem
to take up more and more space of
each issue rather than articles,
supplements, and editorials pertaining to the campus and community."
Merritt was the only senator-to
speak in favor of the bill during
discussion, but was not the only
senator who voted for the bill.
Most senators discussing the bill
said The Breeie would be less effective as a weekly publication
because the news would become
untimely.
SGA Legislative Vice President
Brian Skala said, "It is the consensus
of the Executive Council that we
should be against the bill even though
we don't get everything we want in
there (The Breeie).".
SGA President Lynn Tipton said
Monday, "It would hurt us (SGA),
because everything would be a week
old."
The senate also discussed:

It takes
a good head
* Basketball
to make it
through college.
(Continued from page 2)
Soden said. The University of Richmond has not had a problem accomodating all the students that want
to see the games, he said.
Student tickets at the University of
Richmond are free and tickets to the
public sell for $3 and $4, Soden said.
At the University of Virginia
students are reserved half of the 9,000

Cathy Schulte, Finance Committee
chairperson, said the committee will
begin deliberating front end budget
proposals of 10 major campus
organizations Thursday. All approved
budgets will be brought to the senate
April 13.
THE SENATE unanimously passed
a proposal to fund the psychology club
(325 for guest speaker Chris
Sizemore. Sizemore will be speaking
April 20, Schulte said. The proposal
was approved in the Finance Committee after being amended from $350
to $325.
Tipton asked senators to talk to
their constituents about the necessity
of the campus center study lounge. An
additional meeting room is needed in
the campus center, she said. "It's just
an idea right now, but an administrator asked me to report it
because
student
feedback
h
necessary," Tipton said.

* Hooks
Continued from page 1)
Hooks again urged students to
become involved. "If you just sit
back, the rights we thought we gained
may be taken away," he said.
"The only thing that can help us is
us," Hooks said. "I believe that our
nation cannot move forward, unless
all of us move forward together.
"As for me, I will sound my trumpet
because I have a trumpet sounding
way down in my soul."
The members of the NAACP cannot
do as much as they would like to
because of limited resources, Hooks
said. The NAACP is the only surviving
national civil rights organization in
the country, but the organization
currently is involved in "every issue
that affects black progress in the
nation," Hooks said.
Hooks had been scheduled to speak
here in February, but his flight from
New York was canceled because of
bad weather.
His speech was sponsored by the
University Program Board.

seats at University Hall, according to
Dave Braine, assistant athletic
director.
Student tickets are free while
tickets for the public are $8, Braine
said. UVA has had no trouble drawing
fans from either faction, he said.
When you are the number one team in
the country you don't have to worry
about support," be said

Ensembles
imic.uiiiimii.iiMMh.iau.ii

Pod Distributing Co., Inc

Verona , VA

Thursday, April 1
8 p.m.
Wilson Hall Auditorium
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___
SGA ELECTIONS

SGA elections lor president, administrative vice president, leglslstlv>
vice president, treasurer and secretary
will be held April 6. Anyone who Is Inteested In running should stop by the
SGA oftlce lor Information.

HONOR COUNCIL
Honor Council student representative
applications will be accepted until April
0. For applications, contact the dean ol
your academic school or your department
head. Responsibilities Include attending
honor hearings.
Honor Council student coordinator applications will be accepted until April 9.
For applications or more Information contact the Honor Council or student coordinator's office.'Responsibilities Include
Investigating and presenting honor
casee.

SPRING FEVER
Almost AnytMng does, sponsored by
the Interhall Council, will be held on the
archery field at »15 a.m. April 17. Proceeds from the event will go to the
Children's Fund at Rocklngham Memorial
Hospltsi. Teams will consist of S girls and
5 guys. The entry fee ie $10 for each team.
Send entries to Debbie Ahalt, Box 126, by
S p.m. April 14.
The Interhall Council Is also sponsoring a canoe race, with proceeds going to
the Children's Fund at RMH. There will be
ry fee of $2 for each team of two
i Send entries to Debbie Ahslt, Box
I p.m. April 14. Contestants will
r Shorts by Newman Lake at 1:30
p.m. April 17.

CCftP
"1963 Teacher Education Graduates,"
a presentation by the Career Planning
and Placement Office, will be held April 7,
from 7-9 p.m., for teaching graduates of
1983 and December 1982. Placement file
materials will be distributed and CP&P
services will be explained.
"Practice Interviews" will help
students polish their Interviewing skills.
Students should bring resume* to the service offered on a first-come, first-served
basis in the CP&P Office every Monday at
3 p.m.
"Career Questions,'' a weekly service
ottered by CP&P, is designed especially
for undergraduate students with career
questions, such ss choosing a major. The
service is offered every Tuesday from 1-3
p.m. on a first-come, first-served basis.

___ ._ —

J ANNOUNCEMENTS

HEART FUND RACE
The Fourth Annual Downtown Herrisonb'irg Hsart Fund Race will be held
April 10 at 10 a.m. The race will start and
finish at Court Square. There will be individual and team competition In the 10K
run and only individual competition in the
5K run. Information and entry blanks are
available in dormitories and the WCC information desk, or contact Peter Nielsen,
Burruss 309, or call 6649.

SPECIAL OLYMPICS
The Harrlsonburg Clty-Rocklngham
County Local Track & Field Day will be
held April 3 at Turner Ashby High School.
The opening ceremony begins st 1 p.m.
Volunteers are asked to arrive by noon for
a brief orientation.

CHARITY JUMP ROPING
There will be a heart charity rope lumping contest April 3 st Godwin Hall from
9-1 p.m. Kits may be picked up at
McDonalds. There will be 5-6 people to a
team. Teams must be registered now.
Winners will get warm-up suits. Every participant will get a T-shirt. Pledges must be
turned In to McDonslds by April 17, between 10 a.m. end 2 p.m.

GOLD BAR RUN
The James Madison University Chapter
of the Association of the United States
Army Is sponsoring the 10K Gold Bar Run
April 24 in Harrlsonburg. For Information
on registration for the race, contact Mike
Whetson at 433-7445 or stop by the JMU
ROTC department. All proceeds for the
race will go to a charity fund.

PHONEATHON
The JMU Alumni Association Is looking
for organizations or individuals who can
donate time to Its phoneathon, which will
update alumni records and solicit contributions. Time must be filled tor 6:30
p.m. and later for the following dates:
April 6,7 and & For Information or to sign
up, call Nancy at 6234.

ENGLISH PROFICIENCY
The Communication Arts Department's
English Proficiency Test, a prerequisite
for Comm 281, News Writing, will be offered in Wine-Price G-2
at 3 p.m. on
April 15 and In Wine-Price 102 at 3 p.m. on
April 19. Persons hoping to take News
Writing In the fall should take the exam
on either of these days.

COSTA RICA REPORT

COMM. ARTS SEMINAR
The Second Annual James Madison
University Conference on Communication Evaluation will be held April 14 and
15. This conference is open to professors,
students and the general public.
Teachers planning to bring classes of
more than 50 students to sny of the individual sessions (other than the main
speaker) should notify Dr. Anne GabbardAlley, conference director.

RECREATIONAL JOBS
Anyone Interested In working In the
recreational activities department should
see details on the Intramural Bulletin
Board In Godwin Hall by Godwin 102.
Positions are open In intramurals, special
events and sports supervisors. Selections
will be made by April 15.

GRADUATING SENIORS
Seniors that placed orders for graduation announcements please pick them up
Immediately In the bookstore. It you have
friends that are student-teaching, pick up
their announcements for them. A limited
number of additional announcements are
available in the bookstore.

MADISONIANS
Madlsonlan auditions will be held April
17 at 10 a.m. in the Duke Fine Arts Center,
DM 209. All interested JMU students can
obtain audition forms outside DM 204.
Contact Sandra Cryder of the music
department for more Information.

WAMPLER THEATRE
"Grandpa Was An Anarchist" and
'Conversations with Mrs. Wilson," two
original plays by John Thomasson, will be
presented in Wampler Experimental
Theatre April 2-4. Coat Is $1.50. Shows
will be presented at 8 p.m. nightly and 2
p.m. Sunday.

KITE FESTIVAL
A spring kite festival will be held April
3, on the quad In front of Wilson Hall.
Prizes will be swarded to the best
registsred kite. Registration will be conducted from 10 a.m. to noon. There is no
entry fee. For more information, call Doug
Miller at 4687.

LATIN AMERICAN SPEECH
Professor George Grayaon, of the College of William and Mary, will speak on
"The Politics of Mexican Oil," April 6, at 4
p.m. In Room A of WCC.

The JMU Fine Arts Series
School of Fine Arts and Communication
Presents

The
Bonenberger Duo

The JMU Accounting Honor Society is
providing volunteer Income tax
assistance through April 15 every Mon..
Tue. and Wed. from 3-5 p.m and Wed
from 8-8 p.m. In the Student Advocate Offlee In WCC.

NATIONAL HISTORY DAY

Kathryn Heath and Elizabeth Herbst
will be exhibiting ceramics and libers
through April 8 at the Artworks Gallery.

ART GALLERIES
The JMU history department Is sponsoring the State and Regional Competition of National History Day, to be held
April 2 In the WCC. Competing area junior
and senior high school studsnts, will
center on the theme "Trsde snd Industry
In History." Besides essays, students will
compete In projects as IndlvJOuafs and
groups and make media presentations.
All entries will be exhlbltedfin Room B,
beginning at 11 a.m. A luncheon for participants and Invited gues.ts_*fTl be held
at noon and will feature Elizabeth
Allebaugh, of the Center for Economic
Education at JMU, as a speaker.

DANCE CONCERT
The Folk Ensemble or the JMU Dance
Theatre will perform in concert April 1-3 In
the Sinclair Gymnasium, Godwin Hall at 8
p.m. Tickets will be available at the door.
General admission $3, JMU ID. $2.
Children under 12 will be admitted free.

INTRAMURALS
The deadline for signing up for tennis
Intramurala Is April 8 at noon on the
bulletin board. The activity begins April
12.
The deadline for signing up for intramural basketball 2 on 2 Is April 8 at
noon on the bulletin board. The activity
begins April 12.

HAIR CUTA-THON
Sigma Sigma Sigma is having a Hair
Cut-a-thon with Full Tilt of Harrlsonburg,
at the Sigma house April 5, from 10-3 p.m.
Call 5646 for appointments. Hair cuts are
$5 each.

KAPPA DELTA PI
Kappa Delta PI Is having a meeting
April 8 at 7 p.m. In Jackson 1-B. Peter
Williams, of the Va. Division for Children,
will speak on the "Role of the Educator In
Child Abuse and Neglect." All are Invited
to attend.

NCAS
Stephanie Brown was the winner of the
NCAS pizza raffle.

For Information Call 433-6472

OUTING CLUB
The JMU Outing Club meets every
Wednesday at 6 p.m. in Jackson 1B. If interested in hiking, rock climbing, rappeli
Ing or any other outdoor activities, attend
the meetings.

CELEBRATE -LIFE!
Celebrate Lllel, f modern religious
musical, will be performed April 2-4 In
conjunction with CCM. Performances will
be at 8 p.m. on April 2 and 3, and at 2 p.m.
on April 4, In Blackwell Auditorium,
Moody Hall. Tickets are $1.50 at the door.
The musical will also be performed at
Blessed Sacrament Church, Main Street,
.Harrlsonburg, at 8 p.m. on'Aprll 4, donations only.

PRAYER SERVICE
There will be an Informal prayer service
April 4 from 7-8 p.m. In the Religious
Center for those interested in the covenant between the Cantebury Club and
CCM. All are welcomed.

LSM
The weekly meeting of the Lutheran
Student Movement will be held at 8 p.m.
April 1, at th* Muhlenberg Church student
center.
The LSM Bible Study will be held April 4
at 9:30 a.m. at the Muhlenberg Church.

CCM
Masses on campus are on Thursdays
at 4:30 p.m. In the Religious Center, Saturdays at 5 p.m. In Room D of WCC and
Sundays at 10:30 a.m. and noon in the
Ballroom of WCC.

BSU
The Baptist Student Union meets
Thursday evenings at 5 30 p.m. The BSU
New Psalm Singers meet Wednesday
evenings at 8:15 p.m. The BSU also sponsors Saturday adoption and other family
groups. If Interested, contact the BSU st
711 S. Main St. or call Mark at 7250.

Midway

Market

Thursday - Sunday

Budweiser12pk.
$4.69
Busch6pk.
$1.99
Moosehead 6 pk.
$3.29
Classical Guitarists in Concert
Old Mill 12 pk.
$3.99
Kulmbacher (pints) $1.19
Molson - ale, beer
8 p.m. Monday, April 5
& golden
$2.99
Grafton-Stovall Theatre
Strohlight6pk.
$2.19
Lite 12 pk.
$4.79
Coor's 6 pk. cans
$3.89
With JMU I.D. tickets are free
Mickey's malt liquor $1.99
from the University Program Board, Tuborg
$1.79
Warren Campus Center;
Schmidts
$159
Nat. Boh. returnables
(24)
$5.99
Busch returnables
General Admission tickets are $4
(24)
$8.09
from Charles Matnias,
Budweiser
downtown and
Returnables (24) $8.99

Centerpoint Bookstore,
Valley Mall.

TAX HELP

The International Relations Club and
the 'International Business majors are
cosponsoring "A Report on Costa Rica,"
by area students who have just arrived
from that country on April t, at 6 p.m. In
Room A of WCC.

Old Mill 7V2 gal. keg $15.95
Bud71/2gal.keg
$20.49
Old Mill 15V2 gal keg$25.95
Busch 15Va gal. keg $28.95
(Ice: 10 lbs.- .49 with kegs)
Wise Potato Chips
8 oz.
$.99
Coke 6M6oz.btls. $1.79
Cigarettes
$5.09
Orange & Grape Crush
6/16oz.btls.
$1.89
Chips 3 lbs.
$3.99
Pretzels 4 lbs.
$3.99
Ginger Ale
6/16oz. btls.
$1.89
3
Cheese Curls /4 lb. $1.39
Chips 1 lb.
$1.89
Ice 10 lbs.
$.99

Open Nightly
Till 12 Midnight

.-.
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IqSide cArts 6& People
Punk rock music
influences plays
By ROBYN JACKSON
Wampler Experimental Theatre will present two original oneact plays Grandpa was an Anarchist and Conversations with Mrs.
Wilson April 2-4.
Both plays were written by James Madison University senior
John Thomasson. Though Thomasson has been writing for a long
time, he noted, "I got interested in writing plays while I was in
London on the semester in London plan. We saw so much theater
there that I got interested in writing for it.
"Roger Hall < JMU theater professor) had a great influence on
me, too. He was so involved in theater, he got me excited about it,
too."
Since London, Thomasson has been busy writing Grandpa
was an Anarchist was his first complete play and Conversations
with Mrs. Wilson is his latest work. Thomasson added that he had
worked on several others during this time.
Grandpa was an Anarchist has an interesting story behind the
writing of the play. "It started as a joke between me and my
grandmother. She's a really neat lady and she's always talking
about how old and batty she is," he said. "So I tease her that she's
right and she probably did shont President McKinley. She takes it
with a laugh."
Conversations with Mrs. Wilson grew out of a totally differentconcept. The work emerged as a statement on what happens to
people in an urban setting when all vestiges of civilization are
collapsing around them.
"It grew out of my reaction to the Polish crisis. I wrote it in
three days, right after martial <«w was declared in Poland. It's a
frightening situation," Thomasson said.
A~^
Both plays share one common element — the inf luenc^ of punk
rock music, which is very anti-life and anti-order. Both phlys get
this point across vividly. Thomasson noted that he also acquired a
liking for th,; nusic while in London.
"The punk rock movement is very alive over there and it appealed to me for some reason. It definitely influenced these two
one-acts. They are not for young or squeamish audiences," he
said.
"I've really been excited about presenting these plays in
Wampler," he added.
Thomasson will direct Conversations with Mrs. Wilson, while
fellow student Tom Kearney will direct Grandpa was an Anarchist. Dr. Pat Anderson of the English department joins the cast
in the title role. She's great to work with — exactly what the'part
called for'" Thomasson said.
The plays will be presented this weekend at 8 p.m. and at 2 p.m.
on Sunday. Admission is $1.50.

Bopping with bands and beer
(Top)Cindy Calhoun performs on the drums at the annual "Big Band Bopping Beer." A crowd of about 200 was present in the Warren Campus Center
ballroom Tuesday night for the jazz band and the jazz ensemble performance. (Below) A close-up of a saxophone looks very complicated and intricate. (Photos by Yo Nagaya)

Cotnm Arts runs
for conference
By MARTHA STEVENS
The second annual Communication Evaluation Conference will
get off to a quick start when it sponsors the five-kilometer "Run
for Rhetoric" here.
The April 14-15 conference will be hosted by a Communication
Evaluation class, under the direction of communication arts
professor Anne Gabbard-Alley.
Bob Mangone, the conference's student director, hopes the run
will draw attention to the conference.
The run is scheduled for April 7 at 4 p.m. Trophies will be
awarded to individual winners in various age groups, ranging
from 18 to over 50.
"Dr. Rex Fuller (head of Communication Arts department)
approached me about an idea for a race to hype up the conference," Mangone said. "The 3.2 miles course runs right around
campus, so we hope to get people's attention."
Fuller said the idea behind the run is to involve people. "The
run is open to everyone — that's the whole notion of the conference — rhetoric is open to everyone."
Mangone said there will be no entry fee and that registration
material can be obtained by 3:30 p.m. of April 7 at the Godwin
Hall west parking lot.
Though the five-kilometer run is scheduled a week before the
conference, Mangone is hoping it will spark interest in the conference.
According to Gabbard-Alley, the 10 students in her class will
present their speeches during the conference, which will feature
Dr. Waldo Braden of Louisiana State University. "He is a good
choice. He's an original scholar in our field and he's well-known
nationwide," she said.
"The conference gives students an educational opportunity
they don't usually get, and it gives the area of speech communication an opportunity to present to and for the public an idea
of what's going on in our field."
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ajray again at JMU's 6-3 lead.
Two fine pitching performances
Tft appeared Crumb had "Tended
eriabled the James Madison
the game when, with two outs and
U diversity baseball team "to extend
men on first and second. Slew
it; home winning streak to five
Younts-'hiLj-ight back to Crumb,
"games in this week's action.
but a throwing error by Crumb
Freshman Freddie Heatwole
allowed the run to score.
held Colgate University to one run
What followed left Crumb a litin seven innings and Jeff Kidd coltle scared. A misunderstanding
- Je<ted four hitM oh Tuesday as
between Crumb, Babcock and cat-.
JMU blasted the^Red Raiders 13-4.
cher Randy laulconcr resulted in
On Wednesday, Warner Crumb
an intentional walk ihat brought
• we Hut he distance for the third time
the winning run to tile plate with
• this year and did not allow an earnRenard Brown, the player of the
* ed run in the Dukes' 6-3 win
year in amatucr. baseball last year,
■ agiinst Liberty-Baptist College.
* at bat., .
Pitching has bee-n_a big factor in
"He was crowding the plate'he
the Dukes' fast start (14-8-1) this
wanted something inside to pull,".
yeir and has-been especially strong
explained Crumb. "So 1 threw a
of late.
slider that broke down and avyay
"The pitching up to this point
and he hit a ground ball.
ha i been better than *in previous
The Dukes got Crumb the lead
years." said JMU Coach Brad
back with a single run in each of
Rabeftck.
the first three innings.
n the last four games, JMU pitTony Margin's fly scored Phil
chers have allowed just three earnFrit? in the first inning. Randy
ed runs as the team ERA has dropFaulconer doubled and later
pea to 3.55. Last season's ERA
stored on Fritz' ground out in the
wak 4.82.
'
second and in the third MarantAfter losing a tough"3-2 decision
d'oubled and scored on Dennis
to highly rated East Tennessee
Knight's two-out single.
St a] te University in his first start of
Tom Bocock's two-run homer in.
the year. Crumb won three in a
' the fifth gave. JMU a 5-2 lead, and
ro\ before being rocked by Old
Booock doubled and" scored on
DotaiiRion in his last appearance
. (Knight's single in the seventh for
bet ore Wednesday.
the Dukes* final run.
- ,
HejVbeen up and down." Bab- :l
In Tuesday's action ' Heatwole
coc k laid of Crumb. "He didn't
improved his reeord to 2-0 in his
pitch /well against Old Dominion.
'.first college start. Heatwole has
Today was a special test to have to
b^en troubled by a sore, shoulder
cor le back from a bad outing."
this year that has limited him to
1
"He totally dominated
wo appearances.
Iiib-jem Baptist." Babcock salS.
IIi\ituol<> who srntliweH seven
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JMU's Tommy Estepp beats throw to second-In Dukes' win over Colgate Tuesday. (Photo by YoNagaya)

Moorman new women's basketball coach
B> S1FVF I.OCKARD
i

he Jamew Madison University women's
ha ketballtcam has a new head coach.
heliti Moorman, assistant basketball coach
an
icijd volleyball and soft bull coach at
It net- Marion C ollege in 1lotcnce. S (. .,,- ha>
be n named to succeejd Hetty laynex a^jjio
he d women's basketball coach-at JMU.
IMU'S women's Athletic.; Director .Dr.
vtorrison made the announcement
Iv
H isdely.
loorman replaces Jaynes, who has .been
"IN {" ■ coach the past 12 years, and .will
h
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prove our program.
According to Morrison, Moorman not only
lias •-•extensive coaching experience" hut she
also has an outstanding playing background;.
Moorman, who graduated from Brighani
Voung University in 1(>68 with a physical
education degree,! has received numerous
athlcti: honors.
«
t
Moorman lias been at Francis Marion since
! )'N and dining that lime she ha- compiled
some impressive coaching records. •
1 or Moorman, the move lo 'Ml is an
l

"'1 vci.vbodv i- iea4f> excited."
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Breeze breaks
tradition, cancels
April Fool's issue

In a dramatic break with tradition, The Breeze will
not publish an April Fool's edition this year, Editor
Chris Flooba announced yesterday
He is now in Rockingham Memorial Hospital
recovering from injuries incurred during the riot
which followed his announcement.'
"I was suprised anyone cared," he said. "I didn't
think anyone really read The Breeze."
But a Student Government Irritation survey found
that 85 percent of both students questioned read the
April Fool's issue of the paper. The survey has led to
a bill of opinion that The Breeze publish phony news
once a week.
Flooba made his announcement Wednesday afternoon to about 1,000 students in D-hall 5. Before he
could explain his decision, the crowd turned on him.
"I could handle the hecklers and threatening notes
on napkins," he said. "But I knew it was over when

they started throwjg* food Firsts .was beei^tog}:.
and sticks and stonWcah hurt my bones, you know? "~r
"The last thing I remember is an orange stafnped 'Do
noti;ernove from D-hall, violators will be prosecuted'
coming at me."
A county health inspector found Flooba on the floor
unconcious "I thought it was something he'd eaten
Fortunately for Madison , it was only a crowd
beating," he said.
. Flooba sustained a scratch on his left wrist, bruised
fingernails and an orange stain on his best white
shirt. Hospital officials would not comment on how
long he would be hospitalized, or if the stain came out
of his shirt.'
Flooba said from his hospital bed, "The inane
violence by the rabid crowd has not changed my mind
about the April Fool's issue. I know my staff will
support me and will put out a serious paper in mv
absence."
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Dino the friendly dragon likes to frolick in the autumn mist. Here is seen on his way to the Dean of Students of fice to inquire about
obtaining official university status and SGA funding. (Photo by Design Drafting)
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Brno: Friendly, fuzzy and has relatives in Scotland

•••

By BRENDA STARR
The Loch Ness Monster has a relative at James
Madison University, according to a world renowned
hunter of the unusual.
Angus McTavish of the Glasgow Organisation for
Sea Serpent Hunters (GOSSH) says he has found such
a creature, a hardus tobeleevus,
living on the bottom
of Newman Lake."—— ~ L
McTavish says the serpent is about six stories tall,
as long as a football field and good with children.

This
tissue.
/
— ...
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.
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"Dino (McTavish's name for it) makes an ideal
household pet," said the 84-year-old senile explorer.
McTavish says Dino is nocturnal and his diet
.consists of students who occasionally wander too
close to the lake, old furniture, and occasional ducks
as appetizers.
McTavish is not the first man to spot Dino. Several
residents of Greek Row spotted the serpent two
months ago. When they reported the sighting to

This tissue is good for cleaning windows aft
wiping your feet on after walkm m ing in a mudpuddle, or blowing

Campus Security, they were arrested for drunkenness in public.
Is Dino a hazard to the lakeside community?
McTavish doesn't-think so.
"The kind of students who fall into the lake are your
lower-class, drunken riff-raff anyway."
One member of the scientific community, Leonard
Nimoy, was particulary excited about the discovery.
"I'll be there as soon as I canto film footage for my
show," Nimoy exclaimed from the site of his show's
most recent episode, "In Search of My Car Keys."

your nose when your thoughts
are muddled.
—«It does not make a very good
towel.

Although you may wrap fish
with it, do not wrap fudge or
lasagna with it.
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Campus police take dogs from
Sleaze news editor st^ SPCA, leash them to trees here

BY I. C. EWE
,
^^^
In a surprise move, The Sleaxe
Sleaze news editor and former Greek- ^^
hater Jeff Gammage announced his intention to form yet another
new sorority on the Dolley Madison University campus. The new
sorority, to be named Delta Gammage, will be open to all blonde
females between the ages of 8 and 80, any size, any shape and any
weight up to 150 lbs.
"I saw the light," Gammage said. "I used to be anti-Greek until *
I saw this real cute Sigma Kappa sister do a strip tease at the
Elbow Room. Once I saw that Divine Vision I knew I had to do
something to keep that kind of ail-American friendliness alive."
Gammage said he himself would serve as president of the new
sorority, although he also looks forward to acting as Delta
Gammage's social chairman.
"I have very definite plans for group sorority activities,"
Gammage said. "It should be a very exciting and stimulating
experience for everyone involved."
Because of his friendly and adventurous reputation, Gammage
said he expects many applications from eager would-be participants.
"I know 1*11 have to turn away pledges that may turn me on, for
sheer number reasons alone. I'm only human, you know. Even I
have my limits."
All interested women should write to Jeff Gammage at The
Sleaze or call 433-0989. Personal interviews will be conducted
seven days a week on The Sleaze office couch between the hours
of midnight and 6 a.m. No appointment is necessary.
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By JOHNNY DEADLINE (Star Reporter)
Campus police have been removing dogs
from the Harrisburg SPCA, bringing them
to campus and leashing them to trees, The
Bruise has learned.
Many animals were forcably taken from
their rooms, an SPCA spokesman said. "It
was horrible," she added. "The poor little
things wanted to stay in their spacious
living quarters, where they get plenty of
wine and cavier. But those, those Gestapo,
just came in here and dragged them out of
their cages.
Many pet owners were shocked to find
their pets missing. "I just had to dash in to
McCrorey's, so of course I dropped my dog
off at the SPCA.'lsaid student Jill Boward.
"You can imagine how distressed I was to
find he had been removed and leased to a
tree."
Students wishing to claim their pets can
do so by paying a fine of $143.92 to the tree
holding their dog.
This bizarre twist of university policy

Now,from the folks who brought you
fly paper and bug lights

was initiated by Lacy Spaniel, Dog of
Students.
"Well, a lot of pets, particularly me,
expressed concern about the treatment
animals were receiving in the shelter," he
said.
"Have you ever spent a night in that
place?" he said. "It's no arfing matter, let
me tell you. ,
"Why the bathrooms don't even have
suken tubs. How is an animal supposed to
survive in an enviornment like that?"
Spaniel added, "It's a dog's life, make
no mistake."
When asked for comment, security
officer Bob Barker said, "Grrrr. WoofWoof. GnrrnT."
Director of the animal shelter raid, Ded
Givaway, said the mission was carried out
for humanitarian reasons. "Were it not for
the presence of a. sandstorm and one
inoperative helicopter, we probably could
have gotten all the dogs out," he said. "But
the mission was a success and we did
rescue several animals."

Class of 1986
Graduation
to be held in satellite

LASER RAT RAYS
Kills Rodents on Contact

Space Shuttle
Reservations
Required

Reserve Now
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Yes, I had to kill people
By CHOKON M1FOOD
"Yes, I had to kill people. I went out
looking for them. It was like a game, they
were the enemy and I had to hunt them
down."
So said JMU Contract Dining Director
Hank Erchief, explaining how he forced
students into his dining hall and did them
in with deadly veal parmagaine.
"Yon really didn't think of them as
humans," Erchief said. "You just had to
cram it down their throats until enough of
the poison got into their system to finish
them off."
To date, the deadly delicacies (served in
what has become know as "Hank's House
of Horrors") have claimed at leasts ~
victims.
C
Erchief said he felt no remorse about the
slayings. "When you have to kill someone,
it's never a pleasant thought," he said.
"But somebody has to take responsiblity
for seeing that a job like this gets done.
"Some of those kids were real fighters,"

he said. "I had to resort to choking one of
them with hamburger, and another I had
to strangle with spaghetti."
But Erchief was not alone in his devilish
duties. According to a high White Horse
Souce, he had help from student assistant
Joe Shneckenreckernockerburger. The
young assistant was responsible for
holding the captured students down while
Erchief fed them the "food."
"I didn't want to do it," the assistant
whined. "Hank threatened to make me eat
die cheese surprise if I didn't help."
Erchief, who faces trial neat week on 17
counts of manslaughter, indicated be will
implicate others when he takes the stand.
"I'm not taking the fall on this one," be
said. "There were others involved. The
cook, student workers, the grui
ladies who never say anything —
helped"
"A crime like this takes the careful
planning of several people," he said.

Erchief: "I went out
looking for them. It
like a game.'
Shneckenreckernc
burger: 1 didn't want
to do it.'

Ask Boob and Dull

Short takes HEY HOSEHEADS
MacNutt shoots self
in foot, is all right
Campus Security Director Alan McNutt is in
satisfactory condition at Rockingham Memorial
Hospital after accidently shooting himself in the foot
with a .357 magnum. .
"The damn thing just went off," be said. "I knew we
should have gotten more instruction with these guns.
They're really complicated to handle."
The security force received the new weapons shortly
after last month's student riots, in which ten officers
were seriously injured by armed students.
"Yeah, we definitely need them for protection,"
MacNutt said. "Suppose someone tries to steal food out
of D-hall, or litters or something. Hell, those old 38s
might have only wounded a student These babies will
blow a hole clear through him."
But some students do not believe security should have
these guns. Student John Fairytale said, "I realize that
something serious like double-parking should carry a
penalty of death. But should security be responsible for
carrying it out? I think a formal execution is more in line
with tradition."

Bruise loses award
"We're so sorry we got caught"
Editor of The Breeze Chris Blooper apologized to the
Pulitzer Prize judging committee last Thursday after an
entire issue of his newspaper was exposed as a hoax.
The April 1,1981, issue of the paper, called The Spat,
had won a Pulitzer Prize for creative fiction. The staff
purported that it fabricated all of the material.
But a recent investigation proved that everything
printed was all true.
"I don't know how they figured it out" Blooper said.
"We were so careful to reassemble Wilson Hall after the
ROTC blew it to smithereens."
Editor of The Spat Spindly Tellmore said, "Everyone
knows that asbestos is harmless after it is candy-coated.
I didn't think anyone would swallow that"
Seven of the half-dozen judges were from The National
Enquirer.

Ah, good day, eh? Like, I'm Boob MacKenzie
and this is my brother Dull.
"How's it gain,.eh?"
O.K., Like, our topic for today is
newspapers. Now that my brother and I are
reknowned columnists, eh?
"Yeah, our column, it's a beauty, eh?"
Our first letter today . . .
"Our only letter, hosehead."
Ah, it is not we've got thousands. Take off,
eh?
"Well, our first letter is from a Dr. Ronald
Carrier Pigeon of Dolly Madison University."
Funny name, eh?
"Yeah, Pigeon. Sounds like a real hoser."
O.K., like, be writes:

Dear Boob and Dull: I am president of a
large Virginia university, but lately I've been
suffering from somewhat of a split personality.
I keep having these urges to wear saber-tooth
tiger loin cloths, and to call my wife by the
name of Wilma. What should I do?
O.K., well, see, first of all, Mr. Piggon, you
need some beer. Like, a few cases of
Moosehead or Molson, eh?
"Yeah, the good stuff, those are beauties."
Now next you gotta give it out, eh? Like,
invite all the students at your school over to
your house and give 'em some beer, eh? Then
you'll like be really pppular and you won't have
these problems anymore, see?
O.K., Like our next letter is from a military
man.
"Those guys are all hosers."
And he can't decide whether to stay in the
military or go into divinity school. He writes:
Dear Sir:
a
My name is Sgt. Ted Gobble, serial number
454-56-3423. I used to kill people. But it was
O.K., they really didn't seem human. Now I'm
starting to wonder if I ought to convert them
before I blow their brains out just in case
Heaven's enlistment is down. If Hell is fire and

pom

fire is red and red means Commie, we don't
want all those souls on their side, do we? So
what should I do?

"Jeeessusss. . .Can you believe this guy?"
Oh yeah, he's a beauty all right.
"O.K., like, Mr. Gobbler, what you should do
is go out and buy some beer, eh? The good
stuff, like we said before. Then go back to your
barricks and drink it all, eh? Then when you're
really hurting
"Like wasted, eh?"
Yeah, like wasted, take out your gun and
make like in The Beer Hunter, eh?
"And don't write us anymore, eh? You're a
real hosehead."
"O.K. Our final letter today comes from a
teacher, a Mr. Flip-flop DeLuckout. And he
asks,:
Dear Boob and Dull, I work as a journalism
instructor, and I'm worried about teaching my
students good habits. But I have this thing that
when I ask a question, I cross my legs, stick
my arm into the air real funny like, and worst
of all, wave my band back and form. I get
kidded about this all the time. What can I do to
cure this?
"Waves his hand, eh?"
Yeah, like a kite or something.
"O.K., well, like what you should do, Mr.
Back-flip, is go out and buy some really expensive beer, eh?"
Yeah, tons of the stuff, eh?
"And before class each morning, drink about
two, no, drink thr- Drink four cases each
morning before class, and your problem will be
over, eh?"
Yeah, and like, so will your job. No problem, eh?
i
"O.K., like that's our show for today. So like
aaaa, Good day, eh?"
Yeah, Good day.

a trand enjf
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Hwinner!

Why is this girl smiling?
Because she is the lucky
winner of $10,000 in the first
and probably the last Bruise
$10,000 give-away.
Senior Susan Stephsusan
won the prize advertised in the
March 29 issue of the paper.
Her strategy for winning was
simple:
"My roommate read this ad
out loud, see? (If you are
reading this ad, you may have
won $10,000.) I figured I had
about 1 in 10,000 chance of
winning, right?
"So I didn't read the ad
myself. See, if I didn't read
the ad myself, how could I
possibly win? And I bought
these sunglasses so people
would think I was blind. So by
being blind and not reading an
ad I had to read to win, my
chances were about 1 in 10,000,
right?
"And that's what I told them
at The Braise. And they
believed me and gave me a
cashier's check for $10,000."
Asked what she planned to
do
with
the
money,
Stephsusan replied,
"Be
richer than you."
No one else made an attempt to claim the prize. It
seems everyone was too
gullible.
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So your letter to the editor
didn't vent your anger enough?
You can really drive your point home
with the Official Breeze StaffDartboard!
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Outside

intimate

evening with'Oscar'
By REX REED
Well, I have to face this sooner or later. Coming back
to JMU after being assigned to cover the Academy
Awards is such a letdown.
It wouldn't be so bad, but ... there's my editor —
Rona Barrett, and probably the most heart-wrenching
part, I had to leave Oscar (and just when it was getting
good!).
Well, I must say I was pleased to see Kate and Hank
take home those cute little gold statues (statuettes for
the Women's Libbers) for their respective Best
whatever. And I was glad Chariots of Fire won Best
Picture of the Year, because I thought that bearded
guy who received the award was going to fall out of his
chair in-anticipation of the winner.
From where I was sitting, which despite the low
monetary situation I found myself in, I could barely
see Best Director Warren Beatty in his new prep
glasses. I haven't decided yet if I like that image or
not, though.
Anyway, one of the more interesting highlights of the
evening had to have been Liver-raunchy on the
keyboards. Man, that guy (?) sure does glitter ... oh,
my.
Another of the more interesting visual sights of the
stupendous affair (not including Susan Anton and Dude
Moore) was Bette Midler's juggling performance
(without the oranges). For five minutes I was
memorized in my seat, and after she left the stage,
well, uh ... everything else was a letdown.
But what I really want to tell you, yes, you Joe
Public, is that it's such a wonderful sight to see your
favorites all be-you-tiful in their evening attire (while

it's probably still very early in the afternoon when the
awards are given on the West Coast). I must thank
Rona for forwarding my allowance so I could go and
meet Oscar and the gang.
It's always been one of my biggest ambitions to see
all the stars — Burt Lancaster, Diane Keaton, Jack
Nicholson (I approved of the shades), and a mature
Kristy McNichol with a slick Christopher Atkins, just
to name a few. By the way, I meant to ask Jane Fonda
and Morgan Fairchild who does their hair, since it was
obviously embarrassing that both women went to the
same hairdresser for the occasion.
Though I rarely comment on music and dance, I
would like to say I enjoyed the dancing extravaganzas
of the evening. I have decided that Sheena Eastern is a
good singer (For Your Ears Only), but she doesn't
belong on a mock James Bond setting, but for that
matter, neither does James Bond.
And that reminds me. I thought Roger Moore's joke
about poor Albert Broccoli's name was in poor taste. I
wouldn't have said that awful vegetable was named
after his family. After all, the man did win a
distinguishing award for something.
Speaking of Oscars (not, Meyer's), Miss Piggy and
Kermit put in a heart-warming and stomach-churning
rendition of some song I don't remember. I was also
disappointed that my favorite lady, Liza (yes, with a
Z) Minelli wasn't there.
But anyway, that's life, and so maybe we can all just
say (as On Golden Pond screenplay writer Ernest
Thompson) "Do you wanna suck face?"
Good night America and good night Oscar, you cutie.

B/S THEATRE
First Came REDS, Now...
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A film for the whole family...
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See old ducks suck face!!
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A Saga of Epic Proportions
From Togas to Orgies
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Itones roll into Godwin Hall
JUMPING JACK FLASH
ne Rolling Stones have been scheduled to perform
todwin Hall on Saturday, April 21, according to
infirmed reports.
ie concert is scheduled to coincide with the anI Spring Fever festivities. The Stones will be the
major band to perform at James Madison
/ersity for the 1981-82 school year,
id it's rumoured that some local citizens have
if the Stones play, it will be the last band to play
; ever.
Ne wanted to get someone that would appeal to a
e cross-section of students," stated the unirmed and now missing press release. "We only
two real alternatives; it was either the Rolling
les or Lawrence Welk. But, frankly, Lawrence
k cost too much money ... so we settled for the
us."
arm-up bands for the Stones are not definite yet,
one anonymous source told The Breeze that
i ring with the Stones would be the Residents, the
d Slye Twins, and Bruce Springsteen.
_*s been rumored some students would have
erred Barry Manilow over Springsteen, but
lilow unfortunately was unavailable for any April
erts. "I guess we'll just have to make do with
i, and hope the people aren't too disappointed,"
report said.
i April 21 concert in Harrisonburg is apparently
Jy North American date for the Stones' spring

1982 tour. Most of the dates for the 1982 tour are in
Europe.
The odd North American date was explained "The
Stones are strange. They do weird things. Supposedly
last Thanksgiving the boys in the band ate a
Rockingham County turkey, and they've wanted to
retaliate, er, to see the place ever since."
According to the unconfirmed report, the decision
to perform at JMU stems from the fact that Mick
Jagger's niece, Suzanne Hediger, ,is an undergraduate here. Hediger, a junior communication
arts major, will be technical director and spotlight
operator for the show. Incidentally, Hediger will be a
technician at King's Dominion this summer, and
hopes to have the Stones perform there, also.
The JMU student body has reacted apathetically as
usual to the coming Stones concert The only exception is a small but loud group of demonstrators
who have been consistently protesting on Hillcrest
lawn for the past three days. The demonstrators were
upset over Bruce Springsteen opening for the Rolling
Stones.
"It should be the other way around," explained
Barbara Corridor, coordinator of the protest The
protests have been peaceful, with the participants
chanting "Rivers before tattoos" and handing out
leaflets with slogans like "Jersey before England."
Tickets went on sale for the Rolling Stones last
Monday. But ticket sales have been poor. It seems
like JMU doesn't know about the show.

FOR SALE
Spaciousmansion & estate
Enough room for all
yourfamily feuds
Located in Port Charles
(an obscure Niew York cilysuburb)
Within walking distance
of General Hospital
CONTACTMONICA QUARTERMAINE
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Soccer coach tries to resign, players say no
By I.M. LEAVIN
Dolly Madison University soccer coacb Bob
Vanderwarker has resigned from his post, but the
matter may not have ended there. The team's
players are begging him to stay on.
After a highly successful 14-2-1 season, the popular
coach called it quits, saying he wanted to go out on
top. But a player petition urging him to stay was
presented to athletic director Bean Nailers, and
Vanderwarker has since reconsidered.
"I just choke up when I think of the love my players
have for me," he said, wiping a tear from his cheek.
"It's nice to be where I'm wanted."

"I never really knew how they felt, but now it's all
out in the open," he added.
DMU players were unanimous in their feelings
towards Vanderwarker. "We couldn't have done
what we did without him," said one, who asked to
remain anonymous because he was embarrassed the
other players might think he was brown-nosing the
coach. "He's the most inspiring coach I've ever
played under. We were just sky-high for every game
because we knew he was leading us."
Another added, "There's no doubt he was
responsible for our winning season. I think they
should offer him a lifetime contract."

Vanderwarker did not deny that a lifetime contract
is in the works. "It's all relative to what you're
worth," he said.
The players are currently holding a fundraiser to
get a Vanderwarker "all that he deserves," one
player said.
The team has hired entertainer Jerry Lewis to hold
a "Vanderthon" later this month. The call-in show is
expected to bring pledges of over $26 million, which
will go directly to the coach.
"It's a nice gesture on the part of my players,"
Vanderwarker said. "But I do hope they come up
with more than a paltry $25 or $26 million."

Movie in Gratton-Stonewallstarts on time,does not break
By GRACE SHUSHLIVING
In what some are describing
as an act of God, GrattonStonewall Theater last night
showed a movie that was
focused, started on time, and
did not break down in the
middle.
The theater's projectionist
had no explanation for the
phenomena. "I don't know
what caused it," said Barney
Seanot. "But don't worry, I'm
gonna fix it and tomorrow
Uiings will be back to normal."
Despite Seanot's promises,
the absence of interruptions
caused concern among many
patrons, and fainting among
some.

"I knew something was
really wrong when the film
kept rolling even after the
credits," said one. "I thought
maybe it was the second
coming or something."
Student Dianes Fun said she
thought it was all a' joke.
"What the hell, it's April
Fool's isn't it?" Fun said. "It
would be just like those funlovers at UPB to pull a stunt
like this."
One student, who collapsed
during the film, did not find
the incident so amusing. "I've
been going to movies here
since I was a freshman, and
this has never happened
before," said 10th grader
Gene Diner. "They could have

given me a heart attack or
something. What the — are
they trying to pull?"
University Problem Bored
officials, while admitting that
there was cause for student
concern, had a ready explanation.
"It was scary," said UPB
director Jerry Bollweavel.
"But I think the problem was
with the film. We'll be sending
that one back though, and get
it replaced with one of our
usual quality films."
But Bollweavel noted the
problem may also have been
with
a
well-operating
projector. "Uh, well, yeah. It
might have been," Bollweavel
squirmed. "See, the broken

one was supposed to be here
last Tuesday, but it didn't
come in," he said. "But we
will have the broken one installed by next week, then
things will be back to normal."
Another Bollweavel hack,
Steve Lance My Boyle, said
the chances of the film not
breaking or moving out of
frame during the entire halfhour movie were about 10,000
to one.
"It will probably never
happen again in our lifetime,"
Boyle (Lance to his friends)

r

/

said. "So those that were
there were present at a
historic occasion."
Lance added that movie
prices next year will go up
slightly to $9.75 per ticket.
"What do you want," he
said. "Movies don't grow on
trees. We have to really dig to
find some of these films. For
some of them they only made
one print."
"And another thing," he
bellowed. "You think the
Backstage Gas prints itself?
So just lay off. Faggot."

r
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These are the thingsyou win awards for

Hey you
hosers!
Readout
column
on page 3

All graduating Seniors
Stop by the Career
Planning & Placement
Center
You don t have a chance at getting a
job and have wasted 4years ofyourUfe.
But come by and sign up
for an inter view anyway.

_

)

)

;

ROTC SEMESTER
in
Central America
Fertile same tuition as
a regular JMU term you get...

* Authentic
Combat Training
with real guerillas
ir Learn how to
overthrow
a government
* Keep in touch with the
latest in coup
equipment
Act now., revolutions are rare!!!

Why

Readers' Digest, April Fool's Day, 1982, page 9

are these people iacn elevator?**

Because of their Scheduled
from Wine-Price Building to
AnthonySeeger Campus School,
The Breeze staff has moved its office into the Wine-Price elevator.
The group wHI hide there until next
September and hopes that no one
needs the elevator until then.
In the meantime, send letters to

•^ mi
move

the editor to Wine-Price, 3rd floor
elevator, announcements to WinePrice 2nd floor elevator, ads to
Wine-Price 1st floor elevator, and
complaints to AnthonySeeger
Campus School.
Pictured are: top, Becky Saben,
Tom Lighton (next to door at right);
first row from left, Martha Stevens,

Diane Dunn, Jill Howard. Jeff Gammage; second row, Jim Denery,
Clark Gable's plaster head, Chris
Kouba, Yo Nagaya; third row, Danny Finnegan, Richard Amacher,
Sande Snead; fourth row, Rick Settle, Sandy Stone, Brenda Morgan;
fifth row, Mike Ahart, Connie
Stevens; Ross Richardson.

M
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20/20 Hindsight:
a foolish vision
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Around campus

Dead Dog Duke III speaks...

Buildings, cars and students.

In town

/*-

Towniea,

Quotes of note
If the foo shits, wear it.
Never put off until torn
tomorrow what can be put off until the day
after.
The day after tomorrow is the third day of the rest of your life.

Doit
in this space!
Now's your chance! Give your opinion prominence and clout —
write your own editorial in this space.
Rant Rave. Exorcise the Devil. Sing. Dance. Do long division.
Doodle. Doo-dah, doo-dah...
This is the opportunity of a lifetime. It's you: live, uncensored
(but unpublished) and takes less time and energy than shouting
on a hill somewhere.
Go for it! You won't get this chance again. We take the other
issues seriously.

WOOF to all you Dukes and Duchesses, this
is your long-lost mascot, Duke in. I still
haven't gotten over the shock of leaving good
ole JMU; I'm starting to believe someone
deliberately poisoned my Alpo. Maybe they
just decided to feed me leftover Chef's Surprise from D-hall. That's enough to kill a horse,
much less adorable, roly-poly me. But at any
rate, I thought I'd put in my annual appearance as Dead Dog Correspondent of the
paper I trained on, The Bruise.
I hardly recognize the campus any more what's that big gray monstrosity sitting at a
funny angle to the old library doing where the
bulldozers and horny construction workers are
supposed to be? I guess they all got moved over
to Bell Hall to give those decadent students
another dorm to sin in.
Speaking of sin, I see they finally decided to
hand out birth control devices at the Health
Center. I guess people need more than Sudafed
on a hot Saturday night I hope they'll take my
horse friends at the university farm into
consideration when they start passing out the
Pills, or the diaphragms, if they have any the
size of Frisbees. If the horses are going to get
raped by drunk fraternity brothers, at least let
them be protected against unwanted colts.
JMU's overenrolled again? What's new? I
wish the administration would give up the
pretense of taking General Assembly threats
seriously. It gets so boring after awhile. All we
have to do is tell them we're recruiting
students who can catch passes or dribble and
we're cool. So what if they can't spell "JMU"?
We've got a new sorority. Whoopee. Just
another bunch of giggling airheads to run their
preppy little fingers across the fat rolls of this
year's Duke IV.
Tuition's going up! Good! Somebody has to
pay to move the Comm Arts people over to the
Anthony-Seeger building. But why did they

DUKE HI ...an obnoxious matt
move The Bruise down into the basement?
That's worse than the doghouse I used to have!
But then, people respected me.
Well, enough beefing from the Late Great
Hot Dog. It's time for me to nose my noseless
face back to that Big Campus In The Sky. Give
Uncle Ron my best wet kiss — we made some
great pictures together, I love the big mug. Arf
revoir!

*¥-¥■¥***¥*¥¥¥****
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Beyourown artist,too!
■

Everybody was who they usually
except for the following:
Chokon Mifood, I.M. Leavin, Johnny
Deadline and Grace Shushliving were Jeff
Gammage
i.C. Ewe and Dead Dog Duke were Jill
Howard
Boob and Dull MacKenzie was Jeff and
Jill
Rex Reed was Martha Stevens
Jumping Jack Flash was' Carl McCoiman
Brenda Starr was Jim Denery

Oscar Fenster was Danny Flnnegan
Norman Rockwell and Picasso were Pat
Butters
Design Drafting was Yo Nagaya
Cosmic Cowboy was Tom Lighten
The bad DJ was David L. Johnson
"Foolish" ads were created by Diane
Dunn
Chris Kouba was responsible for letting
this get into print.
Our advisers took one look at all of this
and defected.
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Readers' Boredom.
Famous editors hail The Bruise
as last bastion of great American journalism
o

To the editor:
I have been a faithful reader of The Bruise
for many years and am still in awe of its artistry in the name of libel. Its reporters dig
down to the gutter and beyond for their
flawless slander. The staff is beautifully
organized to give the best coverage money and
favors can buy. They keep a close eye out to
see that at least one prominent student group is
excluded from press notice each week. After
all. if everyone was satisfied the letters to the

t

t

t

t

t

/
editor section would be one big cartoon about
Ronald Reagan!
My compliments to the journalistic prowess
of the entire Bruise staff. I hope to have a
paper like yours someday, just to give Carol
Burnett and spoilsports like her someone to
make money from.
Sincerely.
Ben Bedleak, Editor,
The Washington Roast

t
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we get any ink? Certainly not.
Because The Bruise is biased
against our activities.
Of course, we didn't have,
any clams since the farm isn't
near an ocean, but the people
who participated put their
imaginations to work and
really had a good time.
And last week, Isabel
Numnuts, chairperson of the
residence hall board under the
housing development subcommittee, which is just
below the University Living
committee which reports
directly to the lateral vice
president who brings the
proposal
right
to me,

organized a major slumber
party uv%onverse Hall.
More than sue women attended, but did The Bruise
give us any coverage?
Noooooooooooooo. Instead we
read some crap about upcoming elections.
Isabel worked really hard
on this project and she
deserves some credit. Next
year, The Bruise better give
us the coverage we want, or
we'll cut your funding.
Bastards.
Lynn Tipsey
President, Student Groundhog
Association.

lC«

Readers' Boredom is
here to let the editors
tell the readers what's
bothering them. We
already know what's
bothering' you: you're
uncovered,
cheated,
failing,
draft-bound,
Reaganomicized and at
each other's throats 99
percent of the time. Just
once we'd like to hear
how delicious D-hall's
chicken was or how
much you love Mom and
Dad.
But for now, until
your lives get a tittle
more sunshine and a
little less rain, we're
going to unload on you
for a change. The only
trouble is, it's hard to
type
when
you're
wearing a straightjacket.

\

I

t*^
Readers,
read!

/

To the editor:
I have heard how wonderful
all you Breeze editors are. We
need
aggressive,
knowledgable and capable
reporters like you.
Please all six of you, come
to work for me at once and
save our paper.
WUi Goeunder
Editor, The Washington Star

Letters from the editors

More of the usual from Lynn
To the editor:
I
think
the
Student
Groundhog Association
coverage this year has been
terrible! We have all these
important activities going on
every week, but the only
things you guys cover is dumb
stuff like birth control,
elections, graduation formats
and university-farm disputes
(By the way, ALL the horses
at the farm WILL be fitted for
birth control devices next
year).
Just last October for instance, the SGA held a clam
bake at the unviersity farm,
which drew eight people! Do

\

From the mangled editor:
Okay James Madison
University, so you say you
think the coverage isn't very
adequate anymore. And you
say The Breeze just simply
isn't any good anymore.
Well let me4ell you a thing'
or two or three.... If you had
to write six stories a week for
some paper that gets thrown
around the campus and you
bust your anatomy to get the
interviews, the least you guys
could do is to read the thing. I
mean, seriously guys.
I work hard up on yonder
hill, trying to uncover
disgusting corruption and
write feature stories on nice
people. Give me a break —
hey, I'm tired and I'm
hungry and I haven't had any
sleep and I still have 38 more
days until I graduate.
Look at me, I'm mangled.
It's disgusting.

D
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Medicine-mon

Dear Readers:
It's our turn to get even.
All year we've listened to
your gripes about oranges in
D-Hall,
Creationism and
Vietnam. As if we had
anything to do with any of
these.
Most of us here at the paper
have enough sense not to eat
at the D-Hall.
Creationism? Who cares?
As we say here at the office,
"Life's a bitch and then you
die."
Vietnam? Where it is
confuses us as much as what it
is. I swear, nobody at the
paper had anything to do with
the Tet Offensive.
Why don't you people ever
write anything nice? We're
only human. How about a
"Dear Breeze, How are you? I
am fine." Letter writing has
become such a lost art
Next time, just follow the
golden rule, "Do unto others
as you would have them do
unto you." So next time you
write us about Creationism,
we're going to write back,
blaming you for Dien Bien
Phu.
Signed, somebody who
doesn't necessarily represent
the

management

by Scott Worner
DA
AND

APRIL-ONE? N£>?
I

ArA

DE>

MEDICINE- MQN STRAP"

I COME HERE
FOR SOME GQOp
PRU6S, AND ALL
I GET* 13 THIS
POT!
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Flying
Cars!
Flying cars are the latest development to come out
of Miller Hall. The vehicles are lightweight, eonomical
and easy to handle. At left, is one of the cars flying
over Wilson Hall. Although it may resemble a flying
saucer, it really is one of the cars. It only looks like a
UFO because of swamp gas and nearby weather
balloons. Below, several of the scientist involved in
the project are readying the flying machines for just
that purpose, flying. (Photo by Jimmy Olson)

Crumb did not allow another
run to score until the ninth, when
Liberty Baptist tallied another
unearned run and threatened to cut

"1 have a lot I can work on,"
Heatwole said. "A lot of my pitches were up but that's because I
haven't been able to pitch much."

"We had a number of qualified applicants
for the job," Morrison said. "I see this as the
selectiion of the person best qualified to im-

JMU."
The returning JMU players seem excited
about Moorman.

the first attempt to briny all the coaches in the
country together. We're hoping it will give input and direction to women's basketball."

Untraditional Spring
Slow starter Carleton impressive in three early performances

V uw
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Senior Joe Carleton won his first two starts this season, but has struggled in his
last two outings. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)

By RICHARD AMACHER
It has been an untraditional spring for
James Madison University pitcher Joe
Carleton.
The six-foot senior from Alexandria,
Va., admits that he is traditionally a slow
starter, but this season has been different.
He was impressive in his first three appearances of the year, but today he will be
trying to atone for shakey performances
in his last two outings when he starts
against George Mason University.
The Patriots play host to JMU in an
ECAC South contest and Carleton will be
looking to regain the form that made him
the Dukes' besj pitcher on their 12-game
season-opening southern trip.
"I got three appearances (two starts) on
the southern trip. That's the most I've pitched on a southern trip," Carleton said,
referring to JMU's participation in the
Hall of Fame Classic held at Georgia
Southern College in early March.
Carleton started two of JMU's four
games against Georgia Southern and won
both outings.
"I've never won two games on a spring
trip'I always lose," he said, noting that
even in high school it always took him
about a month to get into the rhythm of
pitching again. "It just takes time for me
to get my pitches down."
Part of the reason for Carleton's earlyseason success could be attributed to
momentum carried over from the end of
last season when he won three games for
the Dukes in post-season play. He beat
Old Dominion University twice in the
championship round of the ECAC South
Tournament and Temple University in the
NCAA Eastern Regional.
"The Temple game was my best game
last year because I had good control of all
of my pitches," Carleton said. "I don't
know if it has carried over to this year or
not, maybe."
Carleton compiled a 10-2 record last
V

season to set a JMU record for most wins.
He is currently 2-1 and owns a 21-6 career
pitching record at JMU.
In his first appearance this year against
Georgia Southern, Carleton found he had
control for eight and a third innings as he
limited the Eagles to six hits and four
earned runs. He also struck out five and
walked four as the Dukes, off to an 0-4
start, won their first game 8-6.
Carleton considers the effort his best
performance so far and noted the win had
added importance since Georgia Southern
is an established team that won over 40
games last season.
"I think the competition we faced was
the best we've had in the past four years
on southern road trips," he said. "I
thought it really helped our team and
prepared us for the rest of the season."
The Eagles, mor< accustomed to
Carleton's assortment of off-speed pitches, touched him Tor 11 hits and four
runs in his second start, as he lasted six
and two-thirds innings. Fortunately for
Carleton, the Dukes had staked him to a
big lead and they held on for a 10-4 win.
Carleton said that it is his style to let the
batters hit and that occasionally he gives
up several hits.
"I'm a control pitcher. I just like for
them to hit it somewhere and let the
fielders make the out. It saves your arm."
he said.
Coach Brad Babcock agrees that
Carleton is not an overpowering pitcher
and that he must rely on his intelligence.
"His best asset is mixing up speeds and
location," Babcock said. "The players
like to play defense behind him because
they know the ball will come to them."
Carletony&ho throws few curve balls,
said his best pitch is a slider which he
leaaaat-rti his freshman year at JMU. In
addition, he has owned a knuckleball
rnigeJjigh school and uses it about 15
times a game.

"It's a good pitch to get someone out
quickly, especially if your arm is getting
tired and you don't have good speed
anymore," Carleton said. /
The best thing about a knuckleball is
thatjt looks fat and then changes motion,
according to Carleton.
Babcock said that Carleton also
benefits from his competitiveness and
notes consistency as a strong point.
"He's ready when his time to~ pitch
comes," Babcock said. "He's been one of
our most consistent pitchers. You can give
him the ball every four days and know he
will do a good job."
Since the Dukes are in the midsteof a
24-games-in-19-days stretch and have 27
games scheduled for April, Babcock expects to give Carleton the ball often.
Carleton said he needs the starting
assignments to be effective and reach his
goal of matching last season's schoolrecord 10 victories.
"There are a lot of pitchers doing well
and I got a lot of my wins in relief last
year," Carleton said. "We've got a lot
more relievers this year, so I don't think
I'll be picking up the cheap relief wins.
But I'll be starting a lot more this year."
In addition to Carleton, seniors Warner
Crumb and Dave Blondino and junior
Kip Yancey have spots in the regular rotation. But the ace of the staff is not apparent according to Carleton, who claims
he only has an ego when he pitches.
"Everyone enjoys winning as many as
they can and if you are a pitcher you have
to have some kind of an ego," Carleton
said confidently. "Once you are on the
mound, you're in command and every pitcher has got to be like that or they're not
going to do well.
"But you have to be laid back, too,
because it's a long season and you can't
be thinking about baseball all the time, at
least a pitcher can't. I can't myself, only
when I go in to pitch."
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Classified ads
For Sale
BUY NEW FURNITURE AT
WHOLESALE OR BELOW AT
HARRISONBURQ DISCOUNT
FURNiTURE.We sell name
brand factory seconds, closeouts, scratch and dent, etc.
One block north of Roses off
Rt. 11 on West Johnson Street.
Next to Rockingham Bag Co.
and Harrlsonburg Ceramics.
Open 10-6 Monday-Sat.
433-9532.
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS AND
TRUCKS AVAILABLE. Many
sell for under $200. Call
312-742-1143 Ext. 5090 for Informatlon on how to purchase.
73 BUG excellent condition.
20,000 mUes on new engine.
Two extra snow tires asking
$2,000. Call 433-3846.
.
LES PAUL DELUXE Sunburst,
Shatters, excellent condition.
Call Richard, 434-5620. Excellenl condition $350.
REFRIGERATOR for dorm
room. Excellent condition. Call
5553.
78 FENDER STRATOCASTER
with black, vibrato tailpiece,
hardshell case, excellent condition, $325.00. YAMAHA AMP
50 watts, one 12 Inch speaker,
distortion, reverb, both
footswltchable, $200. Call
Terry 5960.
1975 YAMAHA RD 350 good
condition, must sell. $600 or
best offer Don 434-6636.
TOWNHOUSE FOR SALE by
owner. University Court. Three
bedrooms, 1 and a half baths,
heat pump. Will accept
reasonable offer. Call 433-0264
after 5:30.

by Garry Trudeau

Doonesbury
TH/S/SANAERJALWEWOFJIGTCW
MAYIHAVETHE
LAST SLIDE, PLEASE?
..THANK YOU.

..ANDINMYOPIMON,
THERE'S ONLY ONE
THING THAT CAN PR£J VENT WE SOVIETS FROM
\ OVERRUNNING AIL OF
CENTRAL AMERICA—
A A REPLAY OF THE
CUBANM/SS/LE
f CRISIS!

wo, THE SOVIET-STYLE

Of-THEDOZENSOFCUBAN-STYLEARMY

NOTICE,

BASES BEING BUILT IN NICARAGUA
WAY. NOTICE THE SOVIET-STYLE TRAINING 6POUNDUm ROMANIAN-BACKED
NCARAGUANS IN NORTH KOREAN-MADE
SNEAKERS DOING CUBAN-STYLE
PUSH-UPS.

CUBANSINEARING CZECHINSPIRED FATIGUES HAVING
LUNCH MTH CU3AN-TRAINEP,
NICARA&MS IN TH£ BULGARIAN-BULTM&5TBNT.

YDUCANT NBVBIMORE, |Z.
ft
BE SERIOUS, SENATOR, rr
GENERAL. W0RKEDBE- \<fc
FOREANP
cL

rr CAN WORK /V
AGAIN.. Z
N

ITS A SIMPLE SCENARIO. ME THRM
A NAVAL BLOCKADE AROUND NICARAGUA AND GIVE THE SOVIETS
24 HOURS TO PACK UP AND GET
OUT. WHENOtRDESTROY&STlJRN
UP, VIE RUSSIANS SEE WE MEAN
BUSINESS, BACK DOWN, AND LEAVE
NICARAGUA F0R.6OOD!

GREATPHOTOS,
GENERAL. WHATS
THAT THEY'RE

SATING?

OUR COMMANDERIN-CHIEF RETURNS
FROMBARBADOS
IN TRIUMPH.
f
/

GOOD
NIGHT,

r

G&fa**^
mam BACK, EVERYONE, AW GOOD
mUSi WE'VE FINALLY LAID OUR HANK
ON A SMOKHG SAWINISTA, AW THIS
1 TIME, HESTHE GENUINEARTICLE}'HE'S
:
AFtUC0L0NB,INTHENICAIlA6im
IN BOTH BULGARIA AND

tRNESTO LUGOWASCAPTUREDIN'A
FIREFIGHTNEAR SAN VfCENIE. HE SAYS
HISMLSSm'IN' EISALVADORWASTQ'COORDINATE ARMS SHIPMENTS. I'M SURE
HE'LL WANT 10FILLYOUINONTHE
DETAILS. ERNESTO?

PLEASE, 600,
LET THIS
GUYBE
LEGIT..

THANK YOU. FIRST
OF ALL, LET ME ASSURE XXJ THAT I
DID IN FACT SAY
EvmrHiNGwis
MAN SAYS ID/P-

set! i
TOLD YOU,
I TOLD,
YOU!
\

..BUT ONLY AFTER
1 HAD BEEN PERSONALLY TORTURED
BY ALEXANDER
HA/6.

Lost
MAN'S HIGH SCHOOL RING
Silver with blue stone containing a baseball hat and cross
bats. If found please call 7296,
(box 5944).

Services
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES AVAILABLE: Term
papers, theses, resumes, etc.
available IBM Selectric. too.
Call 433-8685.
EXPERIENCED typing term
papers, resumes, cover letters
on IBM Correcting Selectric II,
choice of type...$1.50 per page
up to 10 pages, $1.25 over 10
pages.
Annie
Templin
433-9212.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING on
self-correcting typewriter. Pica
or elite. Reasonable rates. Call
Mary Lou Qlick, 879-9962.
EXPERIENCED
TYPIST
Secretary working on campus
mornings will do typing afternoons and evenings, pica or
elite, double spaced, paper included, $1.00 per page. Call
434-7508 before 11:00 p.m.

Help Wanted
CAMP TAPAWINGO A residential summer camp for the mentally retarded has the following
positions for hire: Camp
Counselor, Life Guard, Dance
Specialist, Athletic Specialist,
Camp Nurse, Administrative
Aid. June 13-Aug. 16,1982. Call
(703) 683-4272. Write: Box 401
Alexandria VA. 22313.

Roommates

by Tom Arvis,
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by Pat Butters
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THE BROADWAY COMMUNITY PARK HAS OPENINGS for
Park Manager, Assistant Park
Manager and life guards for the
1982 summer season. Prefer
WSI qualification. Must have
current senior lifesaving certificate and current CPR certificate. Resumes must be
received at the following address not later than April 10,
1982. P.O. Box 172, Broadway,
Virginia 22815.
ASSISTANT SWIM COACH required for Harrlsonburg Rockingham Swim Club's summer
session. Hours 8:00-10:30 a.m.
6:00-8:00 p.m. Call 434-6544 or
434-4958.
NUDE MALE AND FEMALE
MODELS for art classes. $15.00
per 3 hour session. Call
433-6485 or come by Ashby Art
Studio between 1:00 and 4:00
p.m. on MWF

by Chris Whepley
Y0 CHUCK, WHATIS THAT RED STUFF
YOU'RE ALWAYS SNIFFIU'UP

xr's toOL-AIDMAM
til SHOULD TRY /
IT SOME TtME.'

NO THANKS BUDDY,
fo BE WORRIED
ABOUT THE SlDe
EFFECTS

SIDE EfftcrSWWTSIDE EFFECTS?

E AW CHUCK, OUST

DON'T ivALK.
TMWUSH-^y^

YOUR flOSE?

by DaveMcConneIl,Scott McClelland

Morbid Comics

INFORMATION ON ALASKAN
AND OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT. Excellent Income
potential. Call (312)741-9780
Extention 3131.

For Rent
FOR RENT furnished private
room in house pne mile from
campus, one female needed to
share with two other girls. Access to kitchen, bath, living
room, back porch, large
backyard, front porch, private
entrance phone. Sublet for May
through August. Monthly rent
$115 including utilities. (Subject to negotiation) Call Kim at
434-6961.
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT
utilities Included. Kitchen and
laundry use, cable TV, close to
campus, non-smokers, no
lease 434-8287.
APARTMENT FOR RENT one
block from JMU. Heat and
water furnished. Call 434-3491
after 7 p.m. or leave a message
at 715 S. Main St. Apartment 7.

THREE
BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE One mile from
JMU one roommate needed.
$105 per person a month plus
utilities. Available In May. Call
Shirley at 4334911.
FULLY FURNISHED Three
bedroom townhouse for rent

May-Aug. Squire Hill pool and
tennis courts. $300 or less. Call
4334501.
SUBLET May-Aug. excellent
location. Next to Wine-Price.
Furnished single room-Full kitchen, washer dryer, sun porch.
Call Bart 4344673.

SUBLET MAY THROUGH
AUGUST. Two bedroom
townhouse at Squire Hill.
Washer and dryer, air conditioning, pool, tennis. Call

kitchen, one minute walk from
campus. Five males or
females. $350 per month. Call
434-4948 or 4334941.

433-1328.

ROOM* FOR RTNT Own
bedroom and bathroom In two
bedroom townhouse. Share

HOUSE FOR RENT JUNE-AUG
furnished four bedrooms, large

ALL THE CHOICES YOU WANT

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
BIGGER, BETTER
I-*I

Garden fresh!
Garden g

9 91919

t

Two tasty, hot, homemade soups!
Thank you for coming to...

Jit

M

g\ \\

saurzMAuuouM.

SHONEYS *

DONT SAY BEER. SAY BUI!

Located on 33 East just beforcVallcy Mall
»^^ ^M,MW*VW,..1

atiUBfc&ti

2sjJ#i&

DOD DISTRIBUTING

traWM *"•«•
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with couple. May through June
with possible option for next
year lease. Short walk to campus. Call 434-8768.
TOWNHOUSES FOR SUBLET
May and-or Summer. Two miles
from campus. Fully furnished,
carpet, three bedrooms, two
full baths, Rec. room, sun deck.
Call Immediately 433-9245.
APARTMENT FOR SUBLEASE
One to four people. May
session- end of July. University
Towers 717 S. Mason St. Apt 3.
Very close to campus and very
roomy. $80 per month all,
utilities Included. Call Susan or
Kathi at 433-3415.
LARGE BEDROOM IN HOUSE
FOR FEMALE Ten minute walk
from campus. $100 per month.
Available May 1, 9 or 30. Call
433-3497.

Misc.
VISA-MASTERCARDS ISSUED
QUICKLY! No credit check.
Guaranteed. Free details. Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope: Creditline, Box
334-BX, Rye, NH 03870.
BUS TRIP TO O'S LAND April 5
opening day KC. For more Information call Kevin 7461 or
Bill 7462. Only $14.00 limited
seats.

Personals
TO ALL ANARCHISTS, SOCIAL
DEVIANTS AND OTHER
FREAKS: Come see "Grandpa
Was An Anarchist" and "Conversations with Mrs. Wilson"
this weekend In Wampler Experlmental Theatre.
QORQIOSO Just wanted to let
you know how much your love
means to me. Thanks for being
the sunshine of my life. I love
you. TEAMMATE
DO YOU THINK YOU SHOULD
BE ABLE TO WAIT UNTIL THE
LAST DAY OF THE SEMESTER
TO DROP A CLASS, as they do
at U.VA? Then vote for Larry
Heath as Treasurer of SGA.
More than just a Treasurer.
GREEK PRESIDENT AND AIR
BRAIN 2 "Take-off..." or Is It"Break-out.."? Have you lost
it? Check under the couch. Luv
ya, GODZILLA AND AIRBRAIN
1

i*-

COMMUTER STUDENTS Do
you finally want an inclement
weather policy instituted at
JMU? II so then vote for Larry
Heath as Treasurer of SGA on
Tuesday,
March
6.
"O.K. JIM: Here's your three line
personal. It's dedicated to all
the little people. (Comprehende?)EHFace
NAPOLEON RANDOLPH FAIR*
MONT April's already here.
Where's my wedding invitation? You slouch! Don't get
lost in the library" unless
Redford-Selleck-Reeve Is
somewhere nearby. Come find
me. By the way, if Tim's busy,
there's a smile waiting for me
down the road. HI Duane!
FRED
DO YOU HATE PINA COLADAS
and getting caught in the rain?
Someone else on JMU campus
does also and might've contacted the Dukes and
Duchesses Dating Service.
Why not sign up too? You have
nothing to lose and you'll meet
people who like the things you
like. Call 7-9 p.m. Mon., Thursday 433-8432, Tues., Wed.
433-4955 or Write Box 5093.
SMEGMA DAVE BARNARD
Good luck with pledging wish I
could be of some more help to
you. Beware of Hell Nltel Love,
YOUR BIG SIS
AXP LITTLE SISTERS WOULD
LIKE TO WISH HAPPY BIRTHDAY to our April born bros: Bob
Watkins, Jim Hill, Ross
. Richardson, Todd Williams,
Jeff Carlton, Carl Albero. We
love you!
GREG I can't wait to give you
All of my love. Let's have a real
heavy date. Love, THE RO
FACE IT the present social
situation at JMU is not one
conducive to dating. It's hard
to meet someone at parties
when everyone else there
seems to be after beer and
pick-up for the night. Hardly a
way to develop a good relationship. Want to meet some Interesting people whose interests are similar to yours?
Try the Dukes and Duchesses
Dating Service. Call or Write us
and we'll send you a questionaire to fill out and return,
and we'll answer any questions
regarding the service. From 7-9
p.m. Mon., Thurs. 433-8432,
Tues., Wed. 433-4955 or write
Box 5093.

a st.

FAITH I didn't write the first
one, but I sure wish I had! By
the way, my dad says you're a
gash. If you're patient, you'll
get your money some day. BOB
THE COOL RAYS Rock your
pants off Friday night at the
'Bow Room. Hoy-Hoy-Hoy!
THE BASS PLAYER
DEAR JOHNO I'm looking forward to our champagne dinner
and beer on the mountain. No
better way to celebrate a
wonderful year. Happy Anniversary! Love always, YOUR LITTLE MONSTER
JMU STUDENTS: Do you want
a full-time student-run textbook cooperative that would
save you at least 50 percent in
textbook costs? Then vote for
Larry Heath as Treasurer of
SGA on Tuesday March 6.
SCRUFFY It may be April
Fool's Day, but you're not a
fool If you believe that "I love
you".
Grrr-Prrr-Wlnk-Smack(klss)-Meow. HI frlendl-SUPER PREP
POODER Let's call It off...April
Fool's, What? do you think I'm
a FOOL or something? I Love
you. PIE
SHORT DUKE NO. 1 Well, here
it is (the date has nothing to do
with It). At last, a personal just
to you. You waited a long time
(longer because I had to wait
for payday) but I hope it was
worth It. Enjoy!I MAN ON
STAGE WITH NUMBERS

A&P
Dep.

2.09
2.99
2.19

Jeno 's Pizzas 12 oz.
. 99
A&P Chunk Light tuna ,
6V2OZ.
.79
Oodles of Noodles
4/1.00
Land O'Lakes 211 lb. '

pkgs.

1.00

BUTCH Ever had a personal?
Well, you have now. Hope your
week goes better and quicker
than you thought it would Sunday. But if not, I'm getting good
at taking abuse. After all, what
are friends for? CRAZY ABOUT
APPLES
DEBBIE, KIM, GINGER, JENNIFER, JULIE, AND SUSAN.
Love ya'lls harmonica playing,
hope you find Tom's Hard
Things. EFFREM EMBOLIST
P.S. Watch out for paper clips.
DAVE CALDWELL Since It's
April Fools Day, I hope that
you're "fooled" about who I
am. Love, YOUR BIG SISTER
JACKSON, COMMA, AND
COMPANY Hey stud! Last
weekend was good but this
weekend will be excellent I No
flesh plea, but bigger and better things. We can't wait for the
big M.O. WOMEN IN A203

THE JMU RUGBY CLUB n\>4tK
, all students to join inTneir support of Larry Heath for
Treasurer of SGA.
CHRISTIE GUTIERREZ Happy
19th sweetie! Gonna miss you
this weekend but remember I
love ya. (Even If you're
notoriously ugly). I wish you
Grizzly Adams, no more weirdos, 105 lbs., a weekend In
S.C., and lots of love.
O'BERUNSKY
TALENTII TALENTTDon't miss
the Bluestone FollkM April 7 at
8:00 In Wilson Hall admission
Is free.
DEAR MR. CARMONA Your
daughter is Interested. Are you
too confused to figure It out?
Does Susan mean just as
much? SUSAN
SNICKER-DOODLE I've been
going over and over this In my
mind for so long. I decided that
this la the easiest way to tell
you. The rabbit died. "It Only
happens to other people" is a
"myth it happened to us. We
need to talk. Love, BUMPER
April Fools.
MARY NACRELLI Congratulations on you acceptance to
VMI. Love, CARLANISE
CARLOS You're the best big
brother a little naive, sweet, innocent kid like me could ever
have. I'll try to carry on the
tradition.
Thanks
for
everything. YOU'RE LITTLE
"BRO" ROXY
WAY TO GO NEAL MOHLER
You're this weeks BABE! A.M.
INC.
HEY WAYLAND SENATOR
How's your love life? You're
looking awfully good these
days. Escape with me to the
woods, where it gets dark and
mysterious. Don't fear; I will
comfort you in every way. You
are the love of my life, If only
you knew I was here. ROSS
CESS What can I say? Four
years! I know i don't see you
too much anymore but that'll
change this summer-rage!
Remember; Timber Lake's joggers, Georgetown, over there,
"my tongue Is fat", doors and
water, VA beach-sleep in the
car much?, Blue mornln' and
Debbie's window, Barracuda
Beach, Massenothlng and that
I love you. Once it was NBF,
now It's 912! We're getting
older. Happy Birthday, SHER

"CELEBRATE LIFE!"
A Religious Musical

Aprils^ 8pm BlackwellAuditorium
April 4
2pm Blackwell Auditorium
8pm Blessed Sacrament
Admission:$150

Chuich

MINI STOR-IT
Public Storage
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES FOR STUDENTS

Generic Cheese Slices

12 oz.
1.39
3.49

ZIGGY You may have your umbrella back anytime. By all
means, come get it Right Now
because we wouldn't want you
to get rained on. As for the rainbow, we're requesting a ransom of $8.14 (enough for two
JM subs). If we haven't received the money In two days,
you'll never see your rainbow
again. THE KIDNAPPERS OF
A204B
■
TO THE CAST OF SUPERHERO
You guys are greatl I feel very
honored to have been In a production with JMU's finest performers. I pray that you all
reach your goals and dreams,
wherever they may lead you. I
love you all. My feathers stick
together over you. ROBYN B.

HEY BUDDY Just wanted to
return the favor. Remember
April Fools is not over till midnight so lookout. You better let
Ken In on the little secret affair
between us. Let him down real
easy bud. Merry Christmas
Twit. With much regard.
4273-86-733.
CHUNKY Those legs are short
but boy, can you move,
especially In parties getting to
the brew. Back massages at
3:00 In the morning was fantastic. You can have the attention of my fingers anytime.
Good luck this weekend and I
expect a first place,
REALISTICALLY! Hope to see
you this weekend. ASIAN PERSUASION

Modern Dance Concert
Aprip2,23
8:00pm
355 Godwin HallDance Theatre
Pepsi 8/16 oz. 1.25 plus
Piels Beer 6/12 oz.
NRbtls.
Old Milwaukee 12 pak.
Old Milwaukee 6/12 oz.
btls.
Labatts Ale 6112 oz.
btls.
Busch6/12oz.btls.

JUSTINA AND SHARON Had a
great time at the William and
Mary baseball game on Sunday. Thanks for taking care of
me, you're the best roommates
anyone could have. I will really
mis y'all after graduation.
NANCY
,
NRF 21 They call! me baby
driver. Let's get together and
compare horsepower my front
axel's Easter and my rear
axel's Christmas, why don't
you come up and visit me between holidays? I wonder how
your engines felL.NCF 466
THE COMMUTER STUDENT
COMMITTEE OR JMU would
like to extend their support for
Larry Heath as Treasurer of
SGA.

ANDREA Happy Birthday, you
sweet April Fool's baby! Have
an excellent weekend! Love, S

.99

#

#

Gwaltney All-meat franks
1.491 lb.
Round roast
1.99 lib.
Grapefruit
5 lbs. 11.59
Red Delicious apples
3911b.
Calf Navel Oranges
4 lbs. 11.49
Spanish Onions
291 lb.
Asparagus
1.291 lb.

STOR-IT

U-Store It
U-Lock It
U-Keep the Key
LOFT STORAGE
ALL SIZES A VAIL ABLE

Call Now For Reservations
Office & Resident Manager
433-1234
190 F. Mushy Rd, (Just off S. Main Across From Nichols
Shopping Center) Harrisonburg

R_
>
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"Readers' Foru
Grafton-Stovall: one problem after another
To the editor:
It seems as though Grafton-Stovall Theatre has an
immense
problem.
The
people who work there apparently do not know how to
show a film. Apparently,
those who run the projector,
operate the curtains and
control the movie sound
system receive great enjoyment out of watching
others suffer due to their
glaring incompetence.
This semester, GraftonStovall has compiled an
absolutely pitiful record
concerning the expertise (or,
should we say, the lack of it)
which is exhibited each night
a film is shown.
We cannot recall a single
movie which has started on
time. We cannot recall a
single film which has not
begun with the curtains being
opened, closed, opened and
then closed again indefinitely. Sonetimes the film
is projected onto the curtains
to be viewed. Sometimes the
curtains remain closed for
long * periods of time; on
occasion, they do not open at
all.
On March 24, The Legend
of the Lone Ranger started
approximately one and a half
hours late, due apparently to
equipment failure. On the
folowing day, The Onion
Field was shown one half
hour late. It played for ap-

proximately five minutes,
then was turned off again for
another 10 minutes before
resuming.
On Valentine's Day, the
movie Tfce Goodbye Girl was
shown in its entirety with the
lights on. On March 21, the
movie The Candidate was
shown (late, of course) and
the film was stopped twice
for periods of approximately
5-10 minutes due to some
unexplained
phenomenon.
And now, after sitting for an
hour through a somewhat
amusing film titled Hail the
Conquering Hero, many like
us were forced to hunt for the
exits due to the deafening,
distorted and inaudible sound
which
was
transmitted
through the Grafton-Stovall
speaker system.
We do not know with whom
the blame lies for these
difficulties. We do know,
however, that with proper
training, films can be shown
without the agonizing interruptions
and
unprofessional
mannerisms
which have become so
characteristic of the GraftonStovall experience. Maybe in
the future the people who
work at Grafton-Stovall can
stick to showing the Batman
episodes; this seems to be
about the only thing they can
do right.
Pat Plummer
Steve Tashjian

Judge for brains, not beauty

■*-'<

An open letter to the JMU
Men's Lacrosse Club
As it is impossible to write
you individually I did want to
pass this message on to you
through the school paper.
The Fort Stewart Invitational was, at worst, a
huge success. The success
can be attributed to the
competitive nature of all the
teams involved.
The
James
Madison
University Lacrosse Club
was talented beyond belief.
You were fast, skilled and
strong. Your excellent attitudes towards your team,

yourselves and your school
are a credit to the sport of
lacrosse.
I commend each of you on
your
appearance,
your
abilities, and your behavior.
It was indeed our pleasure to
have locked horns with your
team and we look forward to
another clash next year.
Though you finished in
second place, you have absolutely nothing to be
ashamed of as it will take us
awhile to recuperate from
the games. You done good!
Andrew Bell, President
Fort Stewart Lacrosse

To the editor:
In the two and a half years
that I have attended James
Madison University I have felt
optimistic that our generaton
was more enlightened and
concerned about the equality
of sexes than past generations
have been. I believed we were
learning to appreciate our
peers more for their mental
and spiritual qualities than
solely for 'heir physical
qualities. M/ hopes have
suffered a great setback.
The realization that true
eqality between men and
women will not be achieved,
possibly for generations to
come, dawned on me on
March 22 as I read a Breeze
article entitled "The beauties
have arrived." It is sad that
college students in this day
and age should feel such a
lack of respect for human
dignity as was exemplified in
that article.
""*
It is my hope that both male
and female students will take
a few minutes to reflect upon
the significance of the article.
Aren't the majority of
students attending school
here to receive an edifying
education? The purpose of
such an education is to better
our ideals as well as enhance
and cultivate our talents.

We should be learning to be
more
responsible,
understanding individuals as we
pursue
practical
and
marketable
professional
studies. Soon we will be expected to contribute those
ideals and talents to our
communities to help make the
world a better place to live in.
In so doing we will be the ones
setting the standards, the
equal standards, that could
exist if we all put forth a little
personal effort.
Isn't it time we respect each
other for the intelligence,
ambitions and positive mental
qualities which we each

possess? The author of the
article made it evident that we
are not expressing the respect
and responsibility for each
other that we should, as
adults.
My sympathies to those who
thought the article was
amusing. It was not. Negative
sexist values are never funny.
Eqality and dignity are
serious issues. If the article
was written for "fun," it is a
shame that such material
should be considered funny. If
it was written seriously, then
the situation is tragic.
Devon Frederick

<B£T)
Readers' Forum is an
opportunity for .the
students, faculty, and
staff of James Madison
University to voice their
complaints, confessions,
corrections,
compliments,
convictions, and plain
contrary opinions.

Send letters to the
editor to The Breeze,
Wine-Price Building.
Typed, double-spaced
letters are preferred;
all letters must include
the author's name,
address, and telephone
number.
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JiffyPhillips
66 and
Market
66 on Port Road
Across from Howard Johnson's.

MICK 12 oz BOTTLES
MILLER CANS 12 oz

2.49
2.39
W1EDEMANN12OZ
159
MILK 1 GAL
2.09
10 LB ICE
.99
CIGARETTE CARTONS
4.89
Magazines Paperbacks
Open 7 Days
Prices Good Thru 4/3/82
433-8559

O'Keefe Ale is made in Canada with water from
the mountains and good Canadian grain. So it
tastes clean and clear.
If you'd like to discover why Canadians have
been enjoying O'Keefe for over 100 years, try a
j bottle. Just one. Then make your own decision.

THERE'S NOTHING
CHICKEN IN OUR CH
Pod Distributing Co., Inc.

CHICKEN SANDWICH,
FRENCH FRIES and a
MEDIUM DRINK

Verona, VA

orpan pacific

Shorts,
Screen Prin A
T-Shirts,
■

-■»":'.*#*

fUK^U

SAVE

and
Slacks
■
■

First Quality Brands at Discount Prices

J

COUNTRY CASUALS

\

NexttoA&P Mon-Fri
Sat

930-9
9:30-6

CHICKEN SANDWICH,
FRENCH FRIES and a
MEDIUM DRINK
only$220
Good only in Hamsonhurg.
Not valid with any other offer.
Please present coupon when ordering.
Orw coupon per customer.
Cheese, tomato and tax extra.
Offer expves April 4. 1982.
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CHICKEN SANDWICH,
FRENCH FRIES and a
MEDIUM DRINK
only$220

| Good only in Harrisonburg.

/

■ Not valid with any other offer.
Please present coupon when ordering.
J One coupon per customer.
■ Cheese, tomato and tax extra.
Offer expires April 4. 1962.
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